
 

 

On Consulting Being  

Every situation becomes a situation when someone or group of someones asserts, names, 
identifies, calls attention to, in short determines 

order to arrive at that determination. 

The idea of a situation  making a distin
c To say that one has something to consult is to call attention to this: 

that there are differences to find anterio hat one in fact 
must perform the action of determining the situation for the situation itself to become 
determinate might suggest 

action. And in a sense that is so. One could always, for instance, have defined the situation in 
 But that there was 

something to consult suggests the opposite: that there is access to objectivity in consultation. 

But truly, the objective and the subjective themselves are only configured when one 
configures them. 

Every situation opens on the infinite. That is: in determining a situation one sets up a 

boundary in relation to the totality of in order to circumscribe what is relevant 
precisely to that situation. The tendency of course is to reify that which is relevant and 
ignore that which is beyond the boundary one has delimited. Such is, indeed, the purpose of 

setting the boundary. But the reification also dons a set of t 
keep a horse from paying attention to that which is irrelevant in its ken regarding the 

 

The wider one sets the boundary of the situation, the more one takes in. The more narrowly 
one sets the boundary, the more sharply focused  

 

To be aware that in every case the situation is something that one has defined and that 
therefore the boundary that defines it is not absolute is to be open to contingencies that 
develop relative to the situation. 



The total ground or background for every situation would be Being itself.  

The widest possible boundary is a determination of Being itself, an ontology, an  ultimate, a 

Heideggerian.  (A determination for the Being of Being that one presents as if it were Being 
itself.) Though Being itself in principle can have no boundary, every ontology treats the 
whole of Being as if it were in fact circumscribed by the notions that one uses to characterize 

Being as a whole.  (Admission: I am myself constructing a Heideggerian in these notes.) 

Since the establishment of a boundary is relative to intention, to establish an "Ultimate" 
might be subject to intentions as well. Generally, however, ontologies are asserted without 

consciousness or admission that an intention is in fact involved; that in truth one seeks to 
establish an ontology for definite purposes, generally of belief. (My intent here is to preserve 
the openness of Being.) 

itself, once and for all. For aitself, once and for all. For a
there is a well-nigh universal welter of competitive claims for the nature of Being  a 

competition among ontologies, among ultimate beliefs.  

The competition stems from the fact that we do not see our beliefs as relative to our 

which we in fact are determining how we live, how we conduct our existence. We seek to 
assert our beliefs as that which we would require others to share, and we form associations of 
confederates who do in fact share them.  

We wish to establish our beliefs if not for all persons at all times, at least for the specific 
community of persons who share them. In this way, what begins as the determination of a 
situation becomes an ontology and gathers a community of confederates. One can say that 

every ontology tends to become an institution. But conversely, under every institution, if one 
looks for it, one can usually find an ontology: the determination of the situation for which 
the institution was 

all kinds is correlatively a competition among ontologies.  

In general one feels justified 
institutions that embody purposes one holds, and in holding the definition of the situation 

g our situation there 



was actually something to consult. One after all did not define reality arbitrarily. One was, on 
hand justified in doing so 

by a more or less honest and more or less accurate  
do so. But the fact that what one consulted remains an open field, as it were, even after one 
has circumscribed it by defining the situation, falls under eclipse. One loses access to the 

ground of consultatio
that direction. As a rule, the more persons are involved in agreeing to a given determination 
of a situation, the more the ontology that that determination establishes tends towards fixity. 

One cannot easily re-consult the ground without endangering the consensus that is the basis 
of the confederacy of belief that one shares with the other members.  

For the above reasons, the openness of Being  a truth that is the very basis of the 

possibility of defining a situation and elaborating an ontology  is a very fragile thing, since 
as soon as it is availed upon, it falls under eclipse. To the degree that I honestly and 
accurately avail myself of the ground of consultation in defining the situation, to just that 

degree I will feel committed to the determination of the situation that I arrive at, and to that 
degree I am liable to close off further access to the openness of Being.  

Furthermore, the more absolutely I hold the determination of the situation, the more 

focused I will be in pursuing the aims for which it was formed. The determination of the 
situation is like the drawing of a magic circle around the elements of the situation for the 
purpose of achieving the aims defined by doing so. If the circle is broken by entertaining 

counter-beliefs or by remaining open to the ground of consultation, the force gathered by 
drawing the circle is diluted. Beliefs held absolutely are most likely to lead directly to the 
achievement of aims. But in time, the impingement of irrelevant, dismissed, or ignored 

contingencies grows stronger.  Eventually strong belief conjures its opposites: 
disillusionment, the abandonment of aims, or the dissolution of the credibility of the 
determination of the situation. Or it generates antithetical beliefs. The whole of dialectical 

reasoning and struggle ensues. But the progress to synthesis, by too readily affirming a 
formally antithetical belief,  may easily ignore the ground of consultation, which, if one is 
open to it, does not necessarily impel progress along the thesis/antithesis/synthesis model. 

One might simply step aside from no longer pertinent descriptions, amplify the ones one 
holds, or work with them in any number of ways. 

 



** 

I 

establishment of beliefs about the ultimate nature of reality. But actually one is determining 

across the room, one consults the ground of consultation spontaneously to avoid the other 

objects in the room, for instance. One might construct a 
hierarchy of scales  time frames   of commitment to determinations of the situation. 
Some of these determinations are cognitively spontaneous and do not involve consciously 

evolved conceptions regarding how things are, and dissolve or are abandoned as the situation 
for which they were formed changes.  Others are held on larger time scales. 
commitment t  And spontaneous cognition bleeds into 

consciously formed concepts as our aims grow more general and require larger time frames to 
be acted upon.  

In general, as one acts in regard to a given time frame even a local one projected just 

 attention to detail of more immediate 
contingencies becomes subsumed under the more general aims. Think for instance of the 

n station and I fear that I might not have 

time to do so. I drive the car faster than is my careful habit; I do not take the same 
precautions to avoid what might be contingent interruptions of my path. Rushing in general 
involves focus and narrow-pointedness, not to say the ignoring of contingent events that 

might otherwise, in a smaller time-compass, occupy my attention and assist me in defining 
the local time-wise situation. I fail to consult that which is there to be consulted and just 
rush ahead. I kill a rabbit, hit a pothole, or pay no attention to the gorgeous afternoon sky 

just over the hill. 

Interestingly, commitment to more broadly defined ontological posits, not in the form of 
immediate aims, but in terms of very general ones, may afford the possibility of opening onto 

all frame for the situation that holds all the other more local 
situations is set, so I am free to attend and consult as situations arise. Such relatively stable 
commitments, however, have a tendency to be held with greater tenacity and to demand 

larger confederacies of commitment. But need they actually do so? What if I were to commit 
not to this or that ontology, but to the open field of ontologies as such, to Being as other 



than that which is captured by Ontology, but as at once the most universal and most 
immediate, most concrete ground for consultation?  

Reprise: that there is always something to consult; that the use of consultation is for the 
determination of the situation; that the determination of the situation commits one to an 
implied take on reality s consultation, but forecloses the likelihood of 

further consultation. This gives a picture of how Being is covered over by the determination 
of Being.  

To uncover the Cover threatens the intent of the covering.  

A magical  task might be to allow the membrane of the magic circle to remain transparent 
without breaking.  

 

Exercise: Construct both a politics and a soteriology based on the above reasoning. 

 

 




